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NEWS BRIEFS
BG appoints new
deputy police chief
Lieutenant Samuel
Johnson has been appointed
as Bowling Green's new
police deputy chief.
"We have a lot of goals
and ideas here at the
department," he said. "I
support the way the staff
and chief feel we should
go."
Johnson said he plans to
continue his relationship
with the student body. "We
have a pretty good
understanding with the
students," he said.
"Every year is a new
year, and they get used to
how things are done. We'll
have the same good
relationship as usual."
Three candidates,
including Johnson, were
certified by the Civil
Service Commission as
being eligible for
consideration.

Exams for new
police officers
administered
PromotlonaV
examinations for the
position of police sergeant
and police lieutenant were
administered Friday at the
police station.
Thomas E. Votava, chief
of police, said these
positions will be filled
within the next month and a
half. "We will have
openings for three
sergeants and three
lieutenants," he said.
Barbara A. Ford,
personnel director for the
City of Bowling Green, said
there are two vacancies for
lieutenant right now. "We
are expecting another
lieutenant to retire by the
end of summer," she said.

Party raises funds
for cancer patient
By CYNTHIA LEE SHECKLER
The BG News
Hundreds of Wood county residents gathered at St. Mark's
Lutheran church in Bowling
Green last week for a pizza party
for 9-year-old cancer victim
Whilney Puller.
Shirley Oberhouse, general coordinator for the pizza party fund
raiser, said this past April when
Whitney was diagnosed with
cancer there was a neighborhood
meeting held in Portage (Whitney's hometown). Fifteen neigh
bors got together to figure out a
fund raiser for the family.
"The day the diagnois was
made the tumor was removed,"
Oberhouse said. "A week later
Whitney started her first of four
cycles of chemotherapy. Whitney
just finished her second cycle
and has a 90 percent chance of
survival without chemotherapy
and 95 percent with."
Whitney's mother, Toni Paulvir-Fuller, said they go down to
Columbus for Whitney's chemotherapy treatments. The

treatments are from 9:00 a.m. to
5:00 p.m. for five days at a time.
While in Columbus they stay at
the Ronald McDonald House at
no cost. Organizations cook for
the family every night and stuffed animals are donated for all
the children.
Whitney appeared energetic
and excited at the party that was
for her benefit.
"It's amazing that all these
people are here for me, just for
me," Whitney said. "It makes me
feel so good."
.She gently pointed to herself in
disbelief of the many supporters
who showed up for her fund
raiser. She did not want to talk
about cancer or the "football
size" tumor that was removed
from her pelvic cavity according
to her mother. Instead Whitney
talked about her baby sister,
Shelby. "We roller blade on the
trail together," Whitney said.
Like most 9-year-olds, Whitney
said she loves to swim, run and
jump on the trampoline.

"I can land on my knees,"
Whitney said, after doing a flip.
While Whitney sat under the
tent a gentleman approached
with a Pooh Bear balloon. He did
not give his name -- only the
birthday balloon to Whitney. She
was pleasantly surprised and accepted his gift.
Throughout the afternoon, a
never-ending line of well wishers
approached the table to greet
Toni and Whitney. Whitney sat
drinking her juice and taking it
all in stride.
"Here at St. Mark's Lutheran
Church" said Oberhouse. "Benefits for families in similiar hardships are given. They don't have
to be a member of the congregation."
For Whitney's fund raiser
there were five Aid Association
for Luthern Branches which requested matching funds up to
$9,500 raised at this event
through the Helping Hands Pro- Whitney Fuller posed with her friends at the pizza benefit in her
gram. The branches are Bowling honor. Starting from the front, left to right, are Fuller and Karilyn
Riker. In the back row are, from left to right, Julia Frisch, Briannr
• See WHITNEY, page four. Perez, Emily Arthur, Rcbekah Swope.
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Uptown was one of the stops in our feature on the nightlife of
Bowling Green. This is the third part in our series "A Night in the
Life of Bowling Green."

Bearded lady sues
Rogaine
NEW YORK (AP) A
woman who sprouted a
beard after taking Rogaine
is suing for $1.5 million.
Gloria Mosesson, 73, is
suing Pharmacia & Upjohn
Inc., maker of Rogaine,
claiming it caused "heavy,
dark, beard-like growth on
her face, starting at alxwt
eyebrow level and
extending down close to the
chin area."
Mosesson stopped using
the drug, but the facial hair
"continued to grow, not just
in length, but even spread,"
according to the suit.
Pharmacia spokesman
John Wayne said the
instructions explain that
unwanted hair can grow if
the product is applied
frequently to areas other
than the scalp, but
Mosesson's lawyer says his
client used the product
correctly.

Justice Department
under fire for
"Whitey" case
BOSTON (AP) For
years, James "Whitey"
Bulger ran the rackets in
South Boston, and every
time the FBI moved against
organized crime in New
England, he slipped
through the net.
The admission that the
brother of former state
Senate President William
Bulger was an informant
has a judge threatening to
jail a Justice Department
lawyer and could lead to
freedom for numerous
mobsters.
Whitey's whereabouts
are unknown, and rumors
abound that the FBI bought
him his train ticket.

Bars and beers:
Going out in BG
BO New> photo by Kalhy F.a.t

Nick Kazmier performs for the children at the Wood County District Library during the Bowling Green
Stand for Children.

'Stand' rallies community
support for children rights
By CYNTHIA LEE SHECKLER
The BG News

local childrens-rights activists
gained momentum during the
second annual "Stand For Children" day gathering in Bowling
Green.
The movement emerged from
last year's rally and march on
Washington D.C through the
non-profit "Stand For Children"
national organization. Its
national mission Ls to build and
support a strong network of local
children's activists engaging in
direct service and advocacy ini
tiatives for children as part of
"Children's Action Teams."
At last Sunday's activities University students Sacheem Insane, Eboni Norwood, and Kara
Obermyer volunteered as face
painters. Maria Kahalife, a graduate student from Venezuela,
brought her guitar and Kim
Humphreys, the teaching coordinator for the ABCD-Read/ESL
(English Second Language) program, directed sing a-Iongs with
the children. Peggy Christensen
and Mary Ellen Newport taught

the children and their parents
universal dances.
Newport said she supports the
pro-child agenda after going on
the trip last year (Washington
DC). Christensen said she works
with families and children in the
Toledo schools and is an advocate
for the rights and needs for children.
Reading Alive Puppet's from
the University Reading Center
performed various skits that involved particpation from the
children and their parents. Don
Dibert, manager of Cycle Werks,
performed stunts on his bicycle
over children volunteers.
Dawn Catau, a mother and resident of Bowling Green, said she
would like to see this program
continue for low income families.
The program began just over a
year ago when children-advocate
Marian Wright Edelman, Children's Defense Fund advocate,
said proposed tax cuts were hurting low-income families.
"They're (Republican radicals)
proposing to cut $245 billion
from programs for poor children,
poor families, disabled children
- and It's not even to balance the
budget. It's to give a $245 billion

tax cut to the non-needy," Edelman said.
According to Edelman, action
is needed to correct the problems.
Edelman said, "We're going to
have a march. We're going to
mobilize as many people and
groups as we can to come to
Washington in the spring." She
said she believed it was time for
all parents, grandparents, caregivers and religious leaders to
come together and tell the people
in power that hurting children is
morally and politically unacceptable.
"You know, I travel around a
lot," Edelman said, "and I don't
think I've ever seen more people
who are aware that something
fundamental has come loose in
this country. What in the world
has happened to us, that we've
become so numb, so spiritually
dead? Our children are dying like
flies." Punishing children will
not change the behavior of parents Edelman said. She said she
is sick and tired of begging people not to hurt children. "This
rally in Washington D.C. would
• See STAND, page four.

By BRANDON WRAY
The BG News
"/ saw the best minds of my generation destroyed by madness,
starving hysterical naked, dragging themselves through the
negro streets at dawn looking for an angry fix, angelheaded hipsters burning for the ancient heavenly connection to the starry
dynamo in the machinery of night."
from "Howl" by Allen Ginsberg
Something is out there. What is it about the night that drives
us out into it searching for something. But what?
Here in the sunny wonderland called Bowling Green, going
out is an important part of college life. At times it seems like going out is more important than classes, family, etc.
Bars, parties, liquor, urinating in alleys and passing out in
parking lots are parts of Bowling Green folklore.
I wanted to find why we do this to ourselves. I was looking for
the connnection to the starry dynamo. The Beat writers, like
Ginsberg and Jack Kerouac, believed there was something
mysterious and magical about the night, the wild American
night, as they called It.
A veteran of the Bowling Green night for a while now, (and for
the past three weeks actually a legal participant) I decided to
plunge headfirst into the machinery of the Bowling Green night
to attempt to gain some insight into what drives it.
I picked this past Friday to make this trek. Since this was an
experience that I had gone through many times before I had to
take some kind of new perspective through which to look at the
people and places that make up the night. I would learn many
things as the night progressed. Some insight into the essence of
the night was gained but a whole lot of insight into who we, as
the nightgoing public, are.
THE PRE PARTY:
Bound and determined not to make this simply a "I went to
this bar and then that one and it was cool" story, I started out
preparing to handle the night. I did this with some 100 proof vodka and some ice (Tea, Kool-Aid) beverages.
The band of unlucky tragic souls who gathered to help on this
crusade had mostly bailed. Co-workers were either going Iiome
or meeting with future spouses. Other friends were watching
the Bulls-Jazz finale. They didn't understand the bars would
probably have the game on. No room for the innocent or faint of
heart or stomach who couldn't hack it on this trek.
• See NIGHT, page three.
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Interns keep wheels spinning in D.C.
Teoto/w *e of flit

(0 people s*-ill <*

STAFF EDITORIAL:

Smokers will pay tobacco's debt
To refresh your memory (or enFirst, there is the issue of the initial
lighten you if you didn't know), the addiction of the smoker, which inevimajor cigarette companies. R.J. tably is what gives the tobacco comReynolds. Philip Morris and Liggett, panies their customers. Tobacco comare being sued by almost every state panies, who understand the power of
in the union for knowingly producnicotine and its importance in their fiing a harmful product and manipu- nancial well-being, are at least somelating its ingredients to keep people what liable for the addiction of smokbuying it, therefore causing billions ers.
of dollars in arguably unjustified
Although the first cigarette may be
health care costs to the states.
a willful smoke, who asks to be adWe at the BG News are in no posi- dicted for life? Who asks for a lifetion to tell you not to smoke, but long dependence on a substance that
know ing the dangers and costs it can causes cancer and steals your breath?
have to human life, we can in noway Even those who rationalize and defend
condone it. As it is your life, it is also their habit as pleasure are likely to
your death.
agree that these are important quesLike alcoholism and drug addic- tions Sure, most of us arc taught that
tion, cigarette smoking now fits the if we smoke, we're likely become addefinition of "sub-intentional sui- dicted. But you never know until you
cide -**Pictures of cancerous lungs try. Then, of course, it is too late.
can be found in the library to show
Being addicted means smokers lose
what a lifetime of smoking can do control. They can't quit. In the late
to a person, and why they are gasp'80s the Surgeon General declared
ing for breath after running a 10- that smoking addiction is eight times
minute mile or find difficulty with
more difficult to overcome than a
other long-term activity. This is not heroin habit. That says something
mentioning the coughing and hack- powerful about nicotine and separates
ing experienced most every day.
it from everyday luxuries like coffee
It is all centered on this fact: Nico- and chocolate.
tine is a drug. All who have smoked
Quitting a smoking habit is hard
knows the rush you feel from it. It work and anyone who succeeds is
can provide a temporary solace in eight times tougher than the Marlboro
times of stress and understandably
Man The constant urges are only the
one of your cheapest luxuries, when beginning as symptoms of physical
you consider that roughly 100 minwithdrawal can reach lethal stages.
utes of this rush only costs a dollar Even the sight of someone smoking
or two at mos! gas stations, grocery when you are trying to quit can leave
■tons, convenience stores and lo- one feeling a humiliating guilt and ragspecialty shops.
ing desire that can only be understood
If nicotine is a drug that comes lirst-hand.
with the tar found in cigarette smoke
If the cigarette companies are found
(which.of course, causes cancer) the to have manipulated nicotine content
question remains: did the cigarettein cigarettes to make it harder to stop
producing companies knowingly in- smoking, then there is no other logifluence their customers to do some- cal conclusion than to find them liable
thing harmful.'
for the death they caused by people
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system of indirect taxation, where you
will pay money to Ihe cigarette companies who will later use that money
to pay for your health care.
The Bible says that as \ou reap, so
shall you sow. You will pay the price
for what >ou do eventually, it's jusi a
matter of how you do it.

Letters to the
Editor:

John Stebbins
Managing Editor

If you would like to submit a Letter
to the Editor, please follow these
guidelines:

Tiffany Wendeln
Copy Chief

• Make sure the letter It SM
words or less. Please Include
your address, major, academic
class and phone number
(phone numbers are strictly
for verification and not for
publication).
If you are not a BGSI' student,
please provide your position or
affiliation with the University
or the community.
• Letters must be typed, not
handwritten. Letters brought
In saved on a Macintosh-compatible disk are preferred.
• Bring the letter to Room 219
West Hall, or e-mail us at
bgnews®bgnet bgsu.edu. Be
prepared to show valid identification.
• Space limitations may prevent
The News from printing all letters received. The News reserves the right to edit anv and
all letters.
• Anonymous letters will be
printed if valid identification
is given and the editorial
board deems anonymity is in
the proper Interests of the
writer.
The Editorial Board acknowledges all entries submitted for
publication

Tony Cavallario
Opinion Editor
Jeremy Martin
Photo Editor
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who tried and failed to quit smoking
• If found liable, ihe harder part ol
the equation will be determining a
proper punishment The number of
smoking-reliteddeaths is incalculable
considering many of the effects of
smoking are indirect and not solely responsible for an illness like heart disease or emphysema.
Still, there are those deaths that can
be determined to be directly caused
b) smoking, like cancer in the lung
and throat, where the smoke lias di
reel i ontaci in the body.
When records arc found and
amounts totaled,then we can see what
the smoking industf) has also done to
our economy and governmental welfare system (Medicaid) from a financial angle.
When someone has knowingly damaged you. our courts provide the opportune to seek reparations for the
harm thai was done It this case finds
the companies liable for their actions.
they will be paying billions in damages...
. All ol which "ill he passed on to
the cigarette consumers. The tobacco
companies are in business to make
mode) after all. Especiall) if the) receive immunity from punitive sun,
coming from smokers, the) will be
making plenty of moncv ll seems pas
ing Medicaid bills is not much of a
threat to tobacco companies, as rising
slock prices in Ihe midst of recent
settlement talks indicate.
For smokers, (his could turn into a
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Washington during the summer.
It's hot as hell, traffic is terrible and
all your friends arc going up to
Maine on retreats sponsored by Political Action Committees.
So to keep the wheels of government and media spinning, massive
quantities of slaves are imported
from the hinterlands. Of course,
"slaves" is not the correct term. Today, we call them "interns."
My friend was right when, two
weeks before I flew down here, she
told me "Interns run this place."
We do. Without us. the country
would collapse. Even though most
of us just answer phones, take
notes, or perform similar dull tasks,
chaos would result if we weren't
here. If Tim McVeigh really wanted
to upset ihe existing order, he
should have forgotten Oklahoma
Cit)
ind sent a bomb to
Georgetown in mid-June.
Yes. the major obstacle for interns
isn't the heat (The Washington
Post's adjective for 70 degrees is
"rather mild"), nor the
transportation (the metro system is

actual!) prett) efficient once you
figure it out), but instead, the overwhelming bureaucrac) that essentially defines this town
Take the program I'm in. for instance. It's run through
Georgetown University, and that's
"here I'm staying for the summer.
From the time my plane hit the
ground at National Airport. I had
approximately 4S hours until my
internship began. In this time I had
to figure out my commute, get my
Georgetown U. ID. orient myself
with the campus and the city.activate my phone and buy books for
my classes. No problem, you might
think — until you consider that I arrived on a Saturday, and the only
thing that's open on weekends in
Washington is the Potomac River.

So I just hung out with all the other
interns until Monday afternoon. I
have yet to obtain my ID. and am at
this moment transmitting this column clandestinely from the bowels
ol" the Georgetown library.
This picture looks a lot worse
than it actually is. I was lucky
enough to land what promises to be
a satisfying internship at National
Public Radio. There's also the possibility of meeting people from
around the country and the world.
Many of them — well. okay, most of
them — lit the yuppie/neo-conservative stereotype, but it appears as if
a fair amount of pinkos, freaks and
bookworms managed to make it
here.

"If Tim McVeigh
really wanted to
upset the existing
order, he should
have forgotten
Oklahoma City
and sent a bomb to
Georgetown in
mid-June."
And yes. there is a sort of hierarchy among interns. The most coveted internships are on the Capitol
Hill, on the staffs of the 535 people
who supposedly represent every person in America. These jobs are also
among the worst known to mankind.
This. I suspect, has something to do
with that trait that almost all
Congresspeople have in common —
the ability to say one thing and do
another. Mr Representative wants
his files in order, his shoes shined.
and his double mocha at exactly 120

degrees. Of course, he won't even
bother with the files, he'll scuff his
shoes dodging reporters on the
Capitol steps, and he'll take one sip
of the mocha before dumping the
rest. Those harried aides you see
in the background.respectfully deferring to the Congressman while
attempting to guess his next move?
They're interns.
I work further uptown, geographically below but morally
above Capitol Hill. The NPR building is a gleaming structure, seven
stories high, with a rooftop cafe
overlooking the northern part of the
city.
Unfortunately, it's right across
the street from the Bureau of
Alcohol. Tobacco and Firearms.
Every time some deranged militiaman gets bent out of shape about
Waco and phones in a bomb threat
to the A1F. NPR evacuates, too.
The work, however, is interesting, and the people are generally
pretty nice (barring that reference
librarian who caught me trying to
reshelve a copy of "Who's Who").
On my first day on the job Mara
Liasson. NPR's White House corespondent, patiently talked me
through the process of transcribing
an interview. Yesterday, Elizabeth
Arnold, who covers Capitol Hill,
"as telling risque stories about
former members of Congress. The
mood is serious, but open-minded;
as my boss told me: "If you think
of any story ideas, just tell me.
We're always worried that we're
too 'inside the beltway.'"
And indeed, we are, physically, inside Ihe beltway. What a
strange place to be.
Mike Wendling is a guest columnist for The News. Questions
and comments can he sent to
mikewen®hgnet hgstt.edu.

:TOM MATHER

It's My Birthday, but who cares?
Well from here it's all downhill!
finally reached the birthday I've
been wailing for my whole life.
That's right. I'm "under the pothole ."The big 147.1 mean 21. But
you dogs out there know that it felt
like it would take 147 sears to get
to this point.
Now that I'm 21, I've learned a
few things about aging. For instance. I'm not any taller now than
I was before. All my life, people
told me to grow up. Now that I
have. I found out I didn't.
I've gained five pounds. I don't
know where, and I don't know
how. but it happened
I guess I'm less agile, too I don't
remember getting chest pains playing freeze tag when I was kid.
And I can't even remember when
the significant increase in intelligence level overcame nie.
Not that it didn't uippen. It happens to every one For years, I heard
the rumors about i white light,
about the omnipresent sensation
that overcomes a person on their
21 si
birthday. About how a
person will suddenly know thousands of insignificant facts like the
synonym for ""ubiquitous"
With all of that influx of information, you'd think I would remember it. It's remarkable really,
the things I don't remember.
I don't remember the precise moment when I learned to hold my liquor responsibly, so that my
friends no longer have to hold it
for me when the cops show up.
I don't remember the precise moment when, after five years of no
improvement. I instantly became
a better driver, prompting a reduction in my car insurance.
I don't remember the precise moment when I realized that I'm not
quite ready to rent a car. but in
about four years from now, who
knows?
Surprised as I was not to remember these changes, even more sur-

prising was that nobody cared. I'm
still to new to all this, but I think it
is somehow involved with the fact
that now some people think I'm an
adult. And it seems that a major
portion of being an adult involves
not caring.
For example, the other day. I answered a "Why'" question with.
"Because." without explaining myself. And nobody cared!
But I didn't stop there. Next. I ate
twelve dozen cookies right before
dinner! And nobody cared.
It was amazing. I stuffed myself
with salami and pickles right before
bed. And still, nobody cared. I took
a half-hour shower. And because I
never told my roommates, nobody
cared. I ran with scissors, watched
TV while I was eating and put my
feet on the coffee table. And nobody cared.

"All my life,
people told me to
grow up. Now
that I have, I
found out I
didn't."
We didn't clean our apartment for
three weeks, and nobody visited us.
But we didn't care.
I skipped all my classes, and nobody cared, because I'm not taking
any this summer.
We do dishes every three days,
and nobody cares
I wore a hat in the house, constantly, even during dinner. And
nobody cared.
I wore the same shirt for three
days, and let me tell you. people
cared.
It rained the entire day of my
birthday. It rained Ihe day before
and the day after my birthday.
Somebody up there didn't care.

I learned that the synonym for
"ubiquitous" is "omnipresent." I
still don't know what either word
means. I don't care.
I didn't get my new driver's license until the day after I turned 21.
and showed the bouncer at the bar
my old license, on the night of my
birthday. He cared way too much.
He said, "You'll have to go over
there." I said. "But I'm 21. It's my
birthday." He looked at it again, and
said decidedly, "Well ... Uhhhh ...
All right. I don"t think anyone will
care.""
I scraped my knee, and nobody
cared. Nobody put a Band-Aid on
it. Nobody kissed it and made it
better. Nobody poured a gallon of
iodine on the wound. I'm happy.
I only looked one way before
crossing the street, and nobody
cared, because it was only a oneway street.
The DMV gave me my new license, with a new picture. The new
picture is better than the first, but
still disagreeable. My friend and I
decided that they must take a bunch
of pictures, lay them out in a row
in the back, and pick the worst one.
They probably say. "This is unethical and evil. But you know what?
We don't care. Ah-ha-ha-ha-ha!"
I went to my friend Jimmy's. He
had bought some corn. I dropped it
on the floor. It cracked. He said.
"That's all right. I don't care. I do
it all the time."
Maybe I am an adult now. Maybe
I am smarter and wiser. Maybe I
know somewhere out there someone will complain that I wrote this
column two weeks after I actually
turned 21. Maybe I don't care.

Tom Mather is a columnist for
the News. Questions and
comments can be sent to
mather@bgnet.bgsu.edu.
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NIGHT
Continued from page one.

Making the final cut were my
roommate, a friend from home,
and two girls who live behind us.
The group will be known only
through code names from here
on out with my roommate known
as Snake-Eyes, the friend from
home as Crack Boy and the girls
as Mountain Girl and Sniper.
Listening to music from each
end of the spectrum, from Nine
Inch Nails' "Downward Spiral"
to Journey's "Greatest Hits,"
prepared us for the odd, and arguably cheesy and low-brow, mix
of music we would be bombarded
with.

JOURNEY TO THE CENTER
OF THE NIGHT:
We arrived at Gargoyle's
around 11:15. The place was kind
of dead so we walked up to Finders to kill some time. I looked
through the record bins and
found some frightening discs like
a rare Motley Crue Japanese import and "The Best of Cinderella
1986-1997." If you claim to have
the largest selection in the area 1
guess you have to have stuff like

that

We returned to Gargoyle's. The
place was now decently crowded
rnd we ordered some "refreshments." I looked around the place
and saw many familiar faces. Not
faces of friends but familiar
faces nonetheless. You know the
kind, you see them while you
walk to class, in the cafeteria or
maybe at a couple parties
throughout the years you've been
here. You don't really know them
but they seem like a part of your
college experience.
Gargoyle's is playing their
usual mix of '80s and assorted
other novelty songs that everyone loves. The crowd at Gargoyle's rarely tires of hearing
songs like "Y.M.C.A.," "Summer
Lovln'" and "Come On Eileen."
This is a place where you can
:urn off the part of your brain
that handles academic and other
serious pursuits. Here we are in

the world of higher learning,
striving to better ourselves, and
all we can come up with culturally are '80s retreads. Is our culture that bankrupt?
Snake-Eyes and I, being the
least sober of the group proceed
to do shots and order pitchers.
The smoke and lights begin to
play with this clubgoer's mind.
We are drawn outside to the
porch for a breath of fresh air
and an injection of sanity after
fighting through the masses of
grinding couples and drunks like
ourselves carrying around pitchers of spilling beer.
We lose track of Mountain Girl
and Sniper and hope they weren't
kidnapped by some of the more
sinister types inside.
"Wouldn't it be funny is somone tried to sell us crack out
here," Snake Eyes said.
Realizing my colleages were
falling faster and faster from the
thinking world I responded,
"Yeah, that 'd be cool." Okay
maybe not the smartest thing I
could've said but you'll have that.
Being intoxicated in a place
like Gargoyle's can be a truly
great experience. The music,
people and alcohol put together
produces a surreal world of pure
happiness where there are no
problems and everyone is cool.
Each person feels like they are a
god and are the star of the place.
I saw two of the more popular
people from my high school and
walked right up to them and was
like, "What's up." Regardless of
what any of us had done since
high school we were all equals
that night.
Smelling the road, we hit the
door and went to Tux. SnakeEyes, Crack Boy and myself
(whom I dubbed Idiot Writer by
this point) entered the stairway
leading to the upstairs and balcony. I saw the bouncers who
were featured in the paper last
week, and I wondered what they
thought of the article and if they
hated it would they recognize me
as one of the enemy press and
toss me out.

Thankfully I just got the
sweetest Long Island Iced Tea I
had ever had and scoped out the
place. This was like Gargoyle's,
only a little better looking but
without a decent dance floor.
Since my dancing shoes had long
ago grown tired I took a seat on a
wall.
I made my way to the porch
and looked out over the BG night.
The streets were crowded with
stumbling people and one lone
club-goer was praying to an invisible porcelain god near the
movie theatre.
Again I saw a lot of people I
knew or thought I knew. I saw
people from all walks of campus
life and everyone was just sloppy
and jamming in the wild groove
of the American night. I was feeling very friendly and found myself saying hello to people I
loathed during the day. I started
up conversations with people I
considered sell-outs (and I consider a lot of people to be sellouts).
"YOU AIN'T GOT NO ONE,
YOU BETTER GO BACK OUT
AND FIND HER" -Guns'n'Roses
Since understanding the Nature
of the Female has never beeen
fully understood by any man or
boy, I noticed there are two types
of the Male gender which go out,
the Looking and the Enjoying.
One looks for the Love of his
Life/Night, the other goes out to
enjoy what he has. Right about
now, I was regretting being in the
first category.
I was overflowing with chemical induced self-confidence, I
could have anyone. The door
seemed to call to me and my fellow expatriates, which now just
included Snake-Eyes because
Crack Boy had heard his own last
call and headed home to his girlfriend.
The night seemed to have taken on a fuzzy, hazy feel created
by the streetlights and my own
head. As we headed to Uptown
for the third stop of what was
supposed to be a six- or seven-

"Again I saw a lot of
people I knew or
thought I knew. I saw
people from all walks
of campus life and
everyone was just
sloppy and jamming
in the wild groove of
the American night."

„#

stop trip. We head up what had
become very treacherous steps.
I've heard stories about the
bouncers tossing underage drinkers down the stairs and out the
door, but we did that story last
week Uptown was blasting "Bizarre Love Triangle" by New Order and we caught Bulls-Jazz
highlights. Luckily, I didn't care
the Jazz had lost and the Bulls
had (yawn) won again.
I was feeling a little tired and
was ready for the final stop of
the night, BW-3 for my own obscure favorite, pepperoni pockets. After that treat, although my
waistline probably didn't think
«o, I was ready to end my Inquiry
into the great American night. I
was too tired and just wanted to
get home without walking into a
train. Yes, maybe it is the alcohol
that makes us all appreciate the
simple things.
INTO THE ARMS OF SLEEP
Unfortunately not into the
arms of anything else, but
beyond that the night had been
very successful. As I passed out
on my unopened bed (this is all
hearsay now - I don't have a clue
about anything after BW-3) I was
pleased with my performance
that night.
The great American night is a
place where everyone is equal.
One, but not the only, equalizing
agent is alcohol. Most, but not all,
people are to some degree a little
toasted. Everyone has the same
goal: have fun. Anything can
happen. You remember those old
high school movies where a kid
goes from geek to stud in one
night. Everything can change.
Nothing usually does, but it is
that possibility that sends us out
there every weekend. Each night
is the only thing that matters. Do
everything you can because if
you're lucky, all is forgiven or
likely forgotten the next day. The
night is an endless present in
which we can do anything. The
great American night, thank God
for it.
This is the third story of the
Sight in the Life of Bowling
Green" series.

Photos by:
Jeremy
Martin

•includes a two night stay in a downtown hotel (quad occupancy) & transportation
•hotel located directly across the street from the
TASTE OF CHICAGO- the city's annual outdoor food feel
Sign up in the office of Student Activities
330 Union - now thru June 23rd by NOON!! - cash, check, or bursar accepted
Transportation will leave the union parking lot © 12:30pm & return Sunday @ 7:00pm

Free
Bowling

TUESDAY JUNE 24th
8:30pm- 10:30pm

CIIICAGO ~ get a taste of the windy city!
See Chicago for ONLY $100.00!!! - June 27-29

The office of student activities
is sponsoring a night of FREE
fun with
FREE
Bowling and Billiards!!

For Mora Info Call 2-2343
Sponsored By Student Activities Summer Programs

c^ ^

&

Billiards

Join us in the Buckeye Room ol the Union
(1st floor of the Union)
Sponsored by Student Activities Summer Program
for more information contact 372 2343

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE
SUMMER & FALL RENTALS
(Too many to list)

Large assortment of
Houses, Duplexes, &
niiitiiiii,
fa
Apartments
iiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiuiiiiKi'
Stop in to 319 E. Wooster for a brochure of complete
detail and speak with our friendly staff!
354-2260
John Newlove Real Estate 319 E. Wooster
(across from Taco Bell)

(£i

~UBE.Oir&~l MAINTENANCE r FRONTIRAKI "1
A/C
FILTER SPECIAL|TUNE-UP SPECIAL!
SPECIAL
| SERVICE
$32.95
ONLY $14.95 | 46 Cylinder
I ONLY $59.95 ,
$21.95
Cylinder
$36.95
Complete Examination of: |
I* Washer Fluid
.• Power Steering Fluid
'
'• Brake Fluid
i
|* Automatic Transmission
Fluid
I
I up to 5 qts. in most cars.
I Call for an appointment'
Expires 7/1/97
|

WE
EMPLOY

8 Cylinder
$39.95
Includes: Analysis of
starting, charging and
engine system, plus we
set timing, install new
spark plugs.
Most Cars
Call lor an appointment
Expires 7/1/97

Front Brake Disc Pads
Inspected Brake Hose
Inspect Calipers
Add Fluid As Needed
Inspect Wheel Cylinders
Most Cars
Call lor an appointment
Expires 7/1/97

Service Hours:
Mon. - Fri. 8 a.m. - 5 p.m.; Sat. 8 a.m. - Noon
All Major Credit Cards Accepted

+ Freon or
R134
We do
retrofitting
Call for an appointment
Expires 7/1/97
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■Police Blotter

McVeigh Verdict:

■ Police received a complaint
Thursday that a dog was locked
In a car and looked distressed.
■ Police were notified Thurs- Upon arrival, police said the dog
day a woman was sitting In the didn't look distressed.
■ A man was cited for open
middle of a ball field in her pacontainer last Sunday. The man
jamas yelling obscenities.
lamented he was not as quick as
■ A woman complained Thurs- his friends at getting rid of it.
day her "Mickey Mouse in an
airplane'* was missing.
■ It was reported last Monday
■ A man complained last two pickups were knocking over
Wednesday he was chased by a mailboxes. A witness said they
dog on a leash being walked by a turned "around again to survey
their damage."
girL

COMPILED BY JIM GOOD
The BC News

■ A woman last Wednesday
■ A suspicious-looking man in
said a man tried to buy cigarret- an old police car was reported to
tes with an expired driver's li- police Thursday.
cense. She refused to sell them to
■ It was reported Thursday
him. When police advised her his
license wasn't expired, she re- two men were wheeling office
chairs down Pearl Street.
plied "oops."
■ An apartment manager com■ A woman complained a man
plained Thursday of a "very was at her house early Thursday
offensive dog-feces odor" com- morning trying to get his clothes.
ing from an apartment. To make Police advised the man to come
matters worse, the maintenance back at a decent hour since there
man refused to paint the outside "was no dire need for him to have
of the door due to the odor.
his clothes."

Students agree
to bomb verdict
ByJOHNSTEBBINS
The BG News

BC Ne«i ph«o by Cynthia Lie Shccklcr
Juniors Heidi Hanscn and Alexis Acken take a time-out at the fundraiser for 9-year-old Whitney Fuller. "It seemed like a good thing to
do," Hansen said.

WHITNEY
Continued from page one.

Green, Pemberville, Weston,
Haskins. and New Rochester.
"It looks like we made it,"
Oberhouse said.
The fund raiser for Whitney

was a community achievement of
Wood County residents. Oberhouse said every meal item was
donated free of charge by area
companies. Tents, flyers and
paper goods also were donated
by local businesses.

Centers offers kids hands-on science
will allow the participants to discover the secrets of magicians'
tricks and disappearing acts
Through the month of June, from June 23-27. Children in
children can experiment with grades 7-8 will find the answers
computers, cameras and cam- to these and other puzzling phecorders at Bowling Green State nomena by using digital photogUniversity Computer Training raphy, video, the Internet and
Centers. landing the sessions computers. Participants will also
will be University education learn and reinforce concepts in
biology, optics and other areas of
graduate student interns.
The "Puzzling Phenomena" physical science. Sessions last
By CYNTHIA LEE SHECKLER
The BC News

from 9:00 a.m until noon.
Children in grades 4-6 will embark on a journey into the world
of little critters making homes in
their backyards through "Secret
Worlds in My Backyard." This
secret world will be discovered
and explored with the help of
computers, cameras, video discs
and the Web during the five-day
sessions from 12:30-3:00 p.m.
Monday through Friday.

All camp sessions will be held
in the Northwest Ohio Education
Technology Foundation offices at
the Tucker Center for Telecommunications, 245 Troup St. in
Bowling Green. The enrollment
fee for each camp course is $65.
For more information or to register call Continuing Education, International and Summer Programs at (419)372-8181.

STAND
Continued from page one.

be a good thing to do, I wanted to
go and get involved In the fight
for children's rights," Edelman
said.
Maria Simon called the Children's Defense Fund and became
a participant of University's
spring break class Ethnic Communities In The Church. Simon
said the class travelled to the
South Bronx In New York. There
they stayed at the church called
"All Saints Lutheran" on 163rd
Street They slept on the pews,
and volunteers from the community came In and cooked. Reverend BUI Thompson was the administrator of the United Christian Fellowship Center.
Simon said she decided to go to
the "Stand For Children" rally in
Washington D.C. Simon said they
started talking about the rally

and wanted to see if anyone else
in Bowling Green would be Interested in going. She said at first a
few were interested, then the
numbers started growing.
"At the rally we met a lot of
children advocates who were
feeling lost and frustrated because their badly needed funds
were being cut. This rally was
uniting everyone into one strong
network of children right advocates. This was a multi-cultural
rally, the speakers were children
advocates, bi-partisan and inner
faith dimension... Some of the issues addressed were child poverty, health care and the need for
BG New! Bh«* by Cynthia Lei Shccklcr
insurance. This was a powerful
cross cultural experience," Si- The Bowling Green Stand for Children
mon said.
Simon started to build her own She organized the "Stand For where over 100 Bowling Green
network in the Bowling Green Your Children Day" festivities residents came out and particiarea with the her husband Marc. Sunday at Wood County Library pated in the afternoon's event.

Howard's
club I14
Mon-Sot 12 -2:50 om
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ITONIGHT ONLY!!
FREE
FREE
FREE

When the verdict of death
was handed to Timothy
McVeigh on Friday for the Oklahoma City bombing, a sense
of relief was felt around the
country.
Reaction to the sentencing
by University students mirrored reactions by family and
friends of bombing victims.
Like the family and friends of
the victims of the bombing,
students here thought Timothy McVeigh deserved a swift
and thorough punishment for
taking part in the 1995 bombing of a federal government
building.
Ben Langenderfer, a freshman business major, disagreed with the sentence, but
held the same contempt for
McVeigh.
"Dying is the easy way out,"
he said. "He should have got-

ten life and lived the rest of
his life dealing with the guilt,
the shame and all the abuse
you find in a prison."
Gabrielle Etesse, a junior
English education major, believed the sentence was an extreme one, but justified by the
crime.
"I'm glad he's being punished for the crime," she said.
"You need to question when
you give the death sentence,
but in this situation, I believe
this was the best punishment.
What he did was unspeakable."
Aaron O'Neill, a senior kinesiology major, believed the
verdict was a precursor for
the future trials of the case.
"I'm very happy to see it.
He's getting what he deserves," he said. "Still, there's
people out there who were in
on this. I cant see how one
man acted alone on blowing an
entire building up."

McVeigh ruled fit
for veteran's burial
The Associated Press

DENVER (AP) - Timothy
McVeigh may be entitled to
burial in a military cemetery
despite his conviction for the
worst terrorist act on U.S. soil,
The Denver Post reported today.
The paper quoted unidentified military sources as
saying that the Gulf War veteran's June 2 conviction for
murder and conspiracy in the
Oklahoma City bombing would
not disqualify him from being
buried next to other veterans.
Veterans groups are not
happy about McVeigh qualifying for burial in a federal military cemetery.
"You have no control of it,"
said Dick Siegwart, commander of Veterans of Foreign Wars Post No. 1 in Denver. "The government wrote
(the law) and you've got to
abide by it."
Max Garrett, adjutant of
American Legion Post No. 1,

SALE

was bothered by the possibility, but said: "We acknowledge all veterans. After all,
(McVeigh) is a veteran. He
was in the war with General
(Norman) Schwarzkopf."
The April 19, 1995, bombing
killed 168 people. A jury voted
last week to give McVeigh the
death penalty.
As McVeigh awaits his sentence alledged co-conspirator
Terry Nichols Is preparing for
his trial.
Attorneys for Nichols concede that he was In Oklahoma
City three days before the
federal building bombing and
that key evidence was found at
Nichols home. But they blame
McVeigh.
Nichols helped McVeigh for
months but didn't know the
bombing was being planned.
They claimed he wasn't duped
by McVeigh just used. They
say the evidence will prove
that McVeigh used a number
of people. Nichols will be tried
later this year though no exact
date has been set.

SALE

A * * oTimy Hilfiger. Hnn lotjlor. Nike. levi. NouticotftfkA
***Ni"e West. ,ones New Vo'k. Filo***

NEED A NEW SUMMER WARDROBE BUT LOW ON |

CASH?

OUTLET^TiftCH
RUN
BifCi^Run. Michigan

SHOWING IN 111 OLSCAMP HALL
AT 8:00PM

Socurdou. June 21. 19971
Cost: $5 Includes transportation I
Deport from Union Parking Lot: 9:30 om |
Return to BG: 8:00 pm |

FREE

a***** *******»,

Sponsored by the Office ol Student Activities

S'gnUp: Office of Student Activities Union Rm.350. Questions?

Coll: 572 2345
* Over I bO stores to those from, free Irolleu se/we. Restoutonts it

SALE

SALE

Summer Intramurals
SUMMER INTRAMURALS
FUN, EXERCISE, MEET NEW PEOPLE
GET INVOLVED IN INTRAMURALS
OPEN TO STUDENTS, FACULTY, STAFF AND SPOUSES.
IF YOU DON'T HAVE A TEAM CALL THE OFFICE 3722464 AND WE WILL TRY TO PLACE YOU ON A TEAM.
ENTRIES DUE BY NOON ON DUE DATE.
MENS, WOMENS AND COED SOFTBALL
JUNE 24TH
MENS, WOMENS AND COED SAND VOLLEYBALL
JUNE 26TH

224 E. Wooster

I

352-0717 £

WE ARE ACCEPTING ENTRIES NOW.
FORMS AVAILABLE AT THE PERRY FIELD HOUSE AND
THE STUDENT REC CENTER
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touch the Beatles so that is about
all anyone can shoot for."
Swindelli said he calls bands
like Radiohead, and Eels his
peers. The Disposable Heroes of
Hypocrisy are another influence.
He also had strong feelings about
some the U.K.'s bigger muscians.
"Oasis has a strong angle on
creating good pop hooks," Swindelli said. "As for Blur I think
they are an average band that is
more about image than music.
They seem to be in music Just to
maintain their fame. The media
rivalry those two groups had a
few years ago was very childish."
The historic recent elections in
the United Kingdom were a positive step for his homeland Swindelli said.
"They are postive because we
rejected 19 years of conservative
rule," Swindelli said. "People at
least now believe that maybe
change can happen through Parliament and the vote."
The name ManBREAK comes
from a once secret British mili-

Brit band mixes
punk, pop sound
By BRANDON WRAY
The BC News

In this age of political apathy
the British band ManBREAK is a
welcome cliange.
With a sound that recalls Rage
Against the Machine with a Beat
les-esque pop sensibility, ManBREAK is a band who tackles
modern social and political issues while staying musical in its
aggressive debut album "Come.
and See."
Lead singer Swindelli, in a
phone interview from London,
said that his music is very political simply because it is natural
for him-it is his life.
"Ever since I was growing up 1
have been very interested in politcs and it comes through naturally in the music," Swindelli
said.
A challenge for ManBREAK
and any other band with a strong
political agenda is to make sure
they still create good music and
not just good political commentary. Sone bands, including Rage
at times, tackle issues with more
noise and venom than intelligence and poetry. ManBREAK
does not make tliat mistake according to Swindelli.
"Some bands really become

subordinate to their lyrics and
forget that they are band that
makes music that people want to
listen to," Swindelli said. "I think
we maintain a good balance between making a strong statement
in our lyrics and playing good
music. We kind of throw down
the gauntlet of political
rock'n'roll on the album. If you
can't deal with it you can still
dance to it and you can still sing
along."
Swindelli said he simply can't
write sappy songs about love.
"I can't write love songs without sounding pathetic," Swindelli
said."I don't know how much love
I have in me. Someone once said
that only art, love, and politics
matter. Well, I'll take two of
those."
Literature including Noam
Chomsky, Upton Sinclair, Karl
Marx and I .eon Trotsky, and the
"Socialist Worker" journal are
important influences on his music and polltcal views Swindelli
said.
Hailing from Liverpool, the
home of the Beatles is also a
major influence Swindelli said
"Liverpool lias liad a huge effect on me, undoubtedly so,"
Swindelli said. "The place used to
be very industrial but now it really is just a great nightclub town.

photo by Steve Oulllck

The United Kingdom's ManBREAK, from left to right, Mr.Blonde,
Snaykee, Roy Van Der Kerfoff, Swindelli, and Stu Boy Slu.

It's a great place to live and be in accomplishments, writing and
a band."
recording 176 songs in seven
The Beatles themselves are years in addition to all the movies
ManBREAK's primary infli"
and tours," Swindelli said. "My
Swindelli said.
goal in songwriting Is to write a
"1 i cally admire them and their Beatles B-side. Nothing can

'Speed 2' flies on star power, story

The Associated Press

Expectations were high last
weekend for the new Sandra Bullock release. Turning into one of
the major Hollywood stars over
the past few years, Bullock has
become an important box-office
presence. Her latest film, the action-packed "Speed 2," has been
one of the most anticipated of the
summer. A major Bullock fan
myself, this was my pick of the
week.

I really enjoyed the film, but
I'd probably say that about anything that Sandra Bullock was in
- except for "The Vanishing."
One of the major disappointments (and there weren't
many) of "Speed 2" is the same
as in "The Vanishing." There's
not enough of Sandra. Bullock
does have a decent amount of
screen time in "Speed 2," but her
role is severly diminished. Patric
provides all the action, while
Sandra stands around cheering
him on until she is taken hostage

lason Patric and Sandra Bullock look for a way out in the new action movie, "Speed 2 .

by Dafoe. We don't need to see
more of Bullock, as much as we
need to see her do more when she
is on-screen.

The setup takes a little longer
than normal for an action movie,
but that's because the film
spends a little time dealing with
the relationship between Bullock
and Patric. The director should
have spent some time developing
Dafoe's character as well,
however. If there is a glaring
problem in the movie, it is the
lack of strong motivations in the
villian. True, Dafoe does everything because of his health probDespite her role in the original
lems, but what is he really after? "Speed," Bullock does not have a
Dafoe claims he wants revenge driver's license. In a small role,
on the cruise line. But he allows Tim Conway plays the examiner
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Off!!!
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Claud Mann, a veteran of fourstar restaurants. But Gur-

There are lessons to be
learned from the hosts, who
may demonstrate the best
French-fry slicing technique
or discuss the difference between littleneck and cherrystone clams. Off the set, Gilmartin is a fine cook, fond of
ethnic cookbooks and long
afternoons at the market and
in the kitchen. Gurwitch
couldn't cook before she got
the role, and hasn't learned
much, she admits.
If Gilmartin and his culinary skills are the meat of the
show, Gurwitch provides the
salt and pepper. Together,
they have an undeniable
chemistry, based, it seems, on
the attraction of opposites.
"Oh my God, we are NOT
married," says Gurwitch.
"People always ask that! I
mean, we're both married, to
other people, not each other."
"We probably wouldn't hang
out," says her mild-mannered
co-host.

A NEW HOME!

Qo Bcickjn lime
at
'Easystreet

RE Management

On the wliole, "Speed 2" is very
enjoyable. A few minor points
may subtract from the overall
picture, but they won't ruin the
experience. I recommend this
movie to anyone who likes action,
Sandra Bullock or boats.

"We couldn't find a ...
uhhhhh ... a spatula ... a umm,
turner ... anything to turn the
meat with," says Gilmartin,
still a bit flummoxed at the
memory. "So we flipped it
around with a couple pieces of
gingerroot."

Begin Spring With A Fresh Start!

(

OUT!

on Bullock's ill-fated driving test
at the beginning of the film.
Conway is only one of many memorable minor characters in the
movie. The supporting cast is
noteworthy, because many films
today ignore tliis crucial element. There is not quite enough
time to wrap up the plot lines involving all of these characters,
but that is only a minor distraction.

NEW YORK - Dating is
tough these days.
Obvious angst aside, admit
it: Sometimes, you and your
sweetie just can't face another
Friday night at Red Lobster
and the multiplex.
The TBS Superstation
knows. So in a marvelously
postmodern take on the Friday
night date, the network offers
"Dinner and a Movie," which
combines a cooking lesson, a
popular film and the hip commentary of two appealing cohosts. It's a little like
"Mystery Science Theater
3000," but as cozy as dinner at
your best friend's house.
Here's how it works: TBS,
like most networks, includes a
number of slightly worn movies in its regular schedule.
Friday nights, the commercial
breaks in those movies are followed by cuts to a cluttered,
kitschy kitchen, where hosts
Annabel le Gurwitch and Paul
Gilmartin cook a meal that ties
in (somehow) to the film.
Some inspired pairings:
"Diamonds Are Forever" with
Bon Bons ... James Bon Bons.
"Urban Cowboy" with No Bull
Tequila Fajitas. "War of the
Roses" with Kathleen Turnovers.
Airing at 10:30 p.m. EDT
this Friday, "Streets of Fire"
will be paired with Super Hot
Rock'n'Roll Rock Shrimp.
The recipes, and substantial
guidance, come from chef

witch and Gilmartin really do
the cooking, and if something
goes wrong, so much the funnier, Gilmartin says.
In April, as the duo cooked
up Steamin' Pork Buns with
Oh What a Filling for a
"Flashdance" segment, they
found themselves short on
kitchen tools.

DON'T GET CAUGHT SLEEPING....

EASYSTREET

TIME IS
RUNNING
"Quality Off-Campus Housing"

everyone to abandon ship before
he takes complete control. He's
not after the ship as much as the
diamonds on board. The claim of
revenge and destruction of the
ship seems to be a cover for
standard robbery, instead of the
poetic retribution The audience
is left with an unconvincing vil
lian Dafoe does a decent Job In
the role, but it is hard to understand what he is really after. Of
course, tliis ploy works well in
some movies, but I didn't care
enough about the character for it
to succeed in this film.

The royal family, and people's
obsession with it, is another one
of Swindelli's favorite topics.
"It is a throwback to feu.nl.il
ism, the media bombards the
U.K. and the U.S. with stories
about them and people develop
tliis misguided fascination with
them," Swindelli said. "People
see their world as this romantic,
idealized place and it's really
kind of absurd and silly."
The first single off "Come and
See," "Ready or Not," is a good
representation of what the band
is about Swindelli said. It has
been gaining in radio airplay and
drew a favorable reaction when
played this past weekend at a
Bowling Green dance club.
Topics covered on "Come and
See" include the boredom of suburbia in "It's On," the useless
concept of religion and afterlife
in "God's Never Heard of You,"
and cautious modern urban optimism in "Morning." In "Cut
Ups," Swindelli writes about a
story he read in the "Socialist
Worker."
"In Mexico City a woman went
up on a ledge, about to commit
suicide," Swindelli said. "A
policeman is sent up to try to talk
her out of it. Instead, she convinces the officer of the futility
of their lives and they both
jump."
ManBREAK are headlining a
four week U.S. tour later this
month that includes a date in Detroit at a to-be-announced club.
The album "Come and See"is
available on Geffen Records.

show offers more
than usual date

By TROY REYNOLDS
The BC News

In "Speed 2," Sandra reprises
her role from the 1994 hit
"Speed." Missing this time is
Keanu Reeves, replaced by Jason
Patric as Bullock's love interest.
Patric takes Bullock on a cruise
in the Caribbean for a relaxing
vacation and to pop the question
Unfortunately, Willem Dafoe has
also decided to take a cruise on
the ocean liner, but not for a vacation. Dafoe blames overexposure to computers for destroying his health, and decides
to take revenge by hijacking a
cruise ship whose computer
system he designed. Needless to
say, action and mayhem fill out
the rest of the movie.

tary program in the '50s and '60s
in which soldiers were exposed
to chemical weapons and then
sent into action to measure the
effects of the chemicals.
"Governments do not care at
all about their people, the same
thing happened in the U.S. in the
Gulf War," Swindelli said. "They
treat their people like guinea
pigs. Our government has never
taken responsilbilty for the Manbreak program. "
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114 1/2 S. Main St. • 117 N. Main St. • 134 N. Main St.
134 E. Wooster#B • 109 1/2 N. Main #G & H • 311 S. Main St.

All above downtown businesses

JOIN THE NEWLOVE FAMILY TEAM!
Some of the many quality locations:
• 222 & 228 S. College: Free gas heat, water, sewer
• 320 Elm St.: Free gas heat,, water, sewer
• 843 Sixth: 2 bdrm/2baths w/ dishwasher
801 & 803 Fifth: 2 bdrm. • 309 High: 2 bdrm, free heat, water, sewer
* Many Graduate & Professional Housing Rentals Available'
(■>

Newlove Rentals
328 S. Main (Our Only Office)
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Columbus given NHL team
The Associated Press
After years of near misses, Columbus will finally become the home of a major-league sports
franchise.
Newspaper and television reports Monday
said the NHL will expand to 30 teams by 2000,
adding Nashville in 1998, Atlanta the next year
and both St. Paul, Minn., and Columbus in 2000.
The NHL was expected to confirm its expansion plans this afternoon.
A spokesman for Nationwide Insurance,
which is building the arena for the proposed
Columbus franchise, said the company was
planned and afternoon news conference today.
City officials, including Mayor Greg Lashutka;
and executives of Nationwide planned to attend.
A city spokesman said it had received no official
word from the NHL as of late morning.
Nationwide's bid to build the arena came
several weeks after voters in FVanklin County
turned down a sales-tax increase to build an
arena-soccer stadium complex downtown.
The Columbus franchise would be owned by a
group headed by John H. McConnell, founder of
Worthington Industries.

Nationwide would pay for 90 percent of the
$125 million needed to build a 20,000-seat downtown arena. The Columbus Dispatch Printing
Co. would provide the other 10 percent. Nationwide and the Dispatch Printing Co. reportedly would have no stake in the ownership of an
NHL franchise.
The arena is expected to be ready for the
2000-2001 hockey season.
Each expansion group is expected to pay an
estimated $80 million league entry fee.
Columbus currently is home to an East Coast
Hockey League franchise, the Columbus Chill. It
has been a runaway success in attendance, despite playing at an outdated site at the state
fairgrounds and having several of its playoff
games switched to a site an hour away in Dayton
because of scheduling conflicts.
The Columbus investors were among 11
groups from nine cities who submitted expansion applications to the league in October.
Columbus voters have turned down several
arena plans requiring public money in the past.
The city has also had flirtations with several potential suitors from professional teams.

Reds and Tribe begin
regular-season rivalry
The Associated Press

Baseball's interleague innovation brought Ohio's major league
teams together. Luck was responsible for the pitching matchup: rookie Brett Tomko against
Orel Hershlser, a former Cy
Young Award winner.
Guess who got the best of it ?
Tomko returned to his hometown and pitched 7 1-3 shutout
innings as Cincinnati beat Cleveland 4-1 Monday night in the first
regular-season meeting between
the teams after a 96-year wait.
"It's just an incredible night,"
said Tomko, who allowed five
hits, struck out four and walked
three. "To go against him, especially when it's 1-0 deep into the
game, I was thinking, 'This is
kind of cool. We're battling.'"

The Indians didn't think it was the ground rules, gesturing to the
cool. Their offense struggled un- corners and alleys of the threetil Manny Ramirez hit a solo year-old ballpark
homer in the ninth and manager
Mike Hargrove got ejected in the
"I've got a feeling it's going to
seventh Inning.
be a long history in this," Reds
"Not being a big fan of inter- manager Ray Knight said. "We
league play, it wasn't a big deal," feel good about beating that ballsaid Hershiser. "I felt like I knew club out there."
how to pitch them, and they knew
The victory, however, came at
me. I felt like I was back in the
a price. Reds' shortstop Barry
National League again."
Other than spring training and Larkin left the game with a
eight "Ohio Cup" exhibition strained left calf after doubling
meetings between 1989-96, it was against Hershiser in the second
the first game between the teams inning. He went directly to have
since Cleveland joined the Amer- an MRI, but the team did not
i think it was the Achilles tendon.
ican League in 1901.
Before the game, Hargrove
The 161st consecutive sellout
and Knight exchanged lineup crowd arrived early at Jacobs
cards at home plate. And instead Field, and most stayed through a
of discussing the weather, the two-hour rain delay for the histomanagers actually did go over ric game.
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CAMPUS EVENTS
Unrv«*eHy Computer Service*
Summer 97 Seminars
The Mowing University Computer Services
Seminars wil be ottered this summer These
free seminars are open to anyone at BGSU.
faculty, staff or student Please call 372-201'
10 reoister for the seminars A complete sem
inar list can be found on the WWW at
hD9VAVrnv.bosu.edu/deoarimentsAjcsvsem
inars

Intro to Microeoft Excel tor Windows (IBM).
This semmar provides a basic introduction to
the uses of Excel worksheets, including cells,
formatting text, numbers, and formulas Pnor
experience with the Windows Operating
System is recommended.
Tuesday. June 24th from 9 00-1100 am. m
128 Hayes Hall
Intro to Microsoft E*ceJ<Mac). This seminar
provides a basic introduction to the uses of
Excel worksheets, including ceils, formatting
text, numbers, and formulas. Pnor experience
of the Macintosh Operating System is recommended.
Wednesday. June 25th from 2 00-4 00 pm m
126 Hayes Hall.
World Wide Web. This semmar introduces tie
World Wide Web using Netscape Topics include understanding links, bookmarks, search
engines, and how to locate information on the
Wond Wide Web
Thursday, June 26th from 1 00-300 pm. in
126 Hayes Hall.
Tuesday. Jury 1st from 1:00-3.00 p m in 126
Hayes Hall
Eudora (Mac).This seminar covens me basics
of electronic mail (e-mail) using Eudora. including reading, sending and saving e-mail messages Pnor knowledge of the Macintosh or attendance at the "Intro c the Mac and Microsoft
Word" is recommended Please bring a blank
3 5 disk Attendees must have a BGNet ac
count (created at least 48 hours prior to tie
seminar)
Monday. June 30th from 2:00-4 00 p m m 126
Hayes Hall
PC-Eudora (IBM). This seminar covers tie
basics of electronic mail (e-mail) using PC Eu
dora. induding reading, sending and saving emaii messages. Pnor knowledge of the
Windows concepts or attendance to "Intro to
Microsoft Windows" is recommended Please
bring a blank 3.5" disk Attendees must have a
BGNet account (created at least 48 hours pnor
to the seminar)
Wednesday, July 9lh from 9 00 - 11 00 a m m
128 Hayes Hall

DELIVERY OR
15 MIN. PICK-UP

CALL!
353-MEGA
6 3 4 2
1616E.Wooster

Intro lo PowerPoint (Mac). This semmar
covers the basics of the presentation graphics
software package PowerPoint, induding creating overheads and on screen presentations.
Pnor knowledge of Macintosh concepts is rec
ommended Please bring a blank 3 5" d>sk to
the seminar
Wednesday. Juty 23rd from V00-3 00 p.m m
126 Hayes Hall
Intro lo PowerPoint (IBM). This seminar
covers the basics o' the presentation graphics
software package Power Pant, including creat
ing overheads and on-screen presentations
Pnor knowledge of Windows concepts is recommended Please bring a blank 3 5" *sk to
the seminar
Thursday.Juty 24thf'om2 00 4 00pn\ in 128
Hayes Hall

352 7454.

Student with car
for yardwork and general clean jp
6864527

Summer at home childcare Dependable, active w/ the children, references. 8 A lOyr. old
4 days per wk . 7 30am 5 30pm. Car a must.
Be ready to have some fun" Call Amy at
288 2061 after 6pm.

Call 353 03 25

One bedroom apartment for Fall
1 Nook from campus - 239 1/2 ManviH
Call 352 9392
Room lor rent for female.
201 S Cortege Dr
352 3472

STUDENTS WANTED!
W IllltS A teal development project for
Psychological Services, Inc.

WherCI Olscamp Hall
FOR SALE

HOW tO Registers Complete an application at the
Student I ni"ii Information Desk by 4:00 pm on June 24th.

Heip Needed
Avon subsellers for merchandise exchange
Calf 354 0096 for more information

INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE Weareacceot
ing entries now M.W.C softbailJune 24;
M.W.C 4 player sand volleyball June 26. Office
hours 9am-12 30pm Monday, Tuesday.
Thursday and 9-11:30 Friday (dosed'Wednesdays) Entnes due on due date at noon
Part-time employment with college benefits
you won't believe. The Ohio Air National
Guard has immediate part-time openings
with full-time benefits. It you can use
$27,000 In school tuition, the Toledo Air
National Guard has a spot tor you CALL
NOW1 1-800-708.4068 for local 868-4068
You'll be glad you did!

1988 Mazda 323SE 2-door hatchback. 140k
miles.auto. AC. AM-FM. 1 yr. old twes. 30 mpg
Great car1 Must sell to good home $1300 or
Offer Call 372-2809 or 862 0201
8 ft. bar w shelves A stools
GREAT CONDITION"
354 2158

Macintosh computer Performa 575
Image Writer II $1000
898 6041.
Word processor • Canon Starvwnter 670
$75060

Call 352 4296

FOR RENT

Register early. You may take the testa only once.
Acceptance is on a first come first served basis!
Research participants may be in any year of graduate or
undergraduate study. You will be compensated $20 for
participating ($30 for those who score well). Further ■!< itails
are availible at the Student Union Information Desk.
For further information please contact Christine __

$30

Q (216) 808-1514 or Holly ® 2-2481

*V*.A

o

This project has been reviewed by the IISKB

Preferred Properties

WANTED

1-2 Females wanted 10 share new 3 bdrm furn
condo mi ? 12 bath A 2 car garage
$3SO mo 4 utii 2 mi from campus 352 0075
2 M grad students needed to share ig 4 bdrm
house m residential area of 8G $300/mo indud uDi 2 fireplaces, need car Ca" 352-5523.
leave message.

HELP WANTED
2 strong men wanted to load 2nd story. 2 bdrm
apt contents into U Haul. 9am Sat June 28
ISOeach Call together 353 830a
E venmg Office Cleaning
12-lShrsjVrk Own iransp required
Call 352 5822

$399
BUY ANY TWO
FOOTLONG SUBS |
FOR ONLY $8.99 I

1 oee
See rvienu
Menu Below
oeiow For
r-or Choices
onoices ,■

£Z£"" I .j£jk. *-°*^"T " T*""*"TT-"'"".

Ham & Cheese, Club Sub. Pizza Sub.
Zesty Italian, Philly Steak Sub,
All The Way, BLT Sub, Vegi Sub,
Turkey & Cheese, Bacon Club
)

OPEN FOR LUNCH EVERY DAYL

" Available Now "
1 or 2 bedroom apts
1 -4 tenants, 12 mo. or school yr
Call 353 0325
3 txJrm house 1/2 block from campus
118 S. College Available Aug. 15

Call 352 9392
Check out the best kept housing secret m BG1
Dean 2 bdrm . fum . balcon.es. dtshwshr., utll
provided On site management Carl for appt

3S2 9909
0AG Rentals ONLY 1 UNIT LEFT"
Now renting for fai. attractive well maintained
unit located directly across Irom campus 606
E Wooster Spaoous duplex upper unit 2
bdmvmav occup 4 Reserved parking Rent
$7957mo 12 mo lease; $895rmo 10 mo
lease Call DAG Rentals at 419-287-3233 A
ask for E va or Elite

Mill AM MANOR
NOT MANY
APARTMENTS LEFT
FOR NEXT YEAR!!
•Within walking distance of
campus
•Air conditioning
•2 bdrm, Furnished or
Unfurnished
•Gas, Heat, Water included
with rent

Call Now!!!!

530 S. MAPLE ST.

352-9378

Now Leasing Summer & Fall
Fox Run • Haven House Manor
Piedmont • Birchwood Place
Mini Mall • Small Buildings
Frontier Housing • Houses
All rmiidtnti racewa a mmmbmrahip lo
Cherrywood Health Spa
{indoor healed swimming pool, taunt. HydraSpa
W*i'pool comolalr aia'dsa equipment, complala
lockat room and ahowmf taeihlimtl .

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE
FALL RENTALS AVAILABLE
Furnished or Unfurnished
Efficiencies. One Bedroom
Two Bedrooms. Houses
Too many locations to list
Call 354-2260 or stop by the rental office at 319
E, Wooster St. Across from Taco Be«

Kreischer Sundial Summer Hours
Kreiscber Sundiul Food Court hours as of June 14. al 4:00 p.m. - 6:30 p.m.
Weekly Operating Schedule
Monday - Friday
Breakfast
Lunch
Dinner
Limited Menu
Weekend
Brunch
Dinner
Limited Menu
Shadows Snack Bar
Opens Sunday. June 22

Sunday - Wednesday

352-4380

" Single Rooms "
for male students

Window washer needed
25-30hrs/wk. Own transp reg
Call 352 5822

PERSONALS

MEGA DEAL 'DOUBLE SUBS

Deep Dish $1 00 Extra.
Double Cheese Extra
•no.

1 A 2 bedroom furnished apts.
9A i2month leases.

666 1472

When! Thursday, June 26th 6:00 - 8:30 pm

Inside Greenwood Centre

BUY ANY SIZE PIZZA
WITH UP TO 9 ITEMS

Golf shop help needed during afternoons
Tues. thruFn A possible weekends

7:00 a.m. - 9:00 a.m.
I 1:00 a.m. - 1:30 p.m.
4:00 p.m. - 6:30 p.m.
1:30 p.m. - 4:00 p.m.

10:00 a.m. - 1:30 p.m.
4:00 p.m. - 6:30 p.m.
1:30 p.m. - 4:00 p.m.
7:00 p.m. - 10:00 p.m.

Shadows Snack Bar will close for the summer August 6. 1997
Kreischer Sundial Food Court will close at 6:30 p.m.. August 10, 1997
July 4th Weekend
Friday Dinner. July 4th
Saturday, July 5th

Sundial Food Court Closed
Shadows Snack Bar open 4:00 p.m. - 6:30 p.m.
Sundial Food Court Closed
Shadows Snack Bar open 10:00 a.m.- 1:30 p.m..
4:00 p.m. - 6:30 p.m.

Sunday. July 6th

Shadows Snack Bar open 10:00 a.m. - 1:30 p.m.
Sundial Food Court open 4:00 p.m. - 6:30 p.m.

Student Union Summer Hours
Falcon's Nest
Beginning June 16, 1997
Monday - Thursday
7:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m.
Friday
7:00 a.m. - 1:00 p.m.
Bowl-N-Greenery
Monday - Thursday

11:30 a.m. - 1:30 p.m.

641 Third St. Apt. 4 BG

I

I

